
7. Pain is Created in the Brain
BASIC SCIENCE LEVEL 2



Outline

• Pain – what is it? And where does it come from?

• Structural pathology model vs Neural plasticity model of pain

• Plasticity and its role in pain

• Plasticity and its role in chiropractic care

• Implications for patients

• Implications for you guys as chiropractors

• How to communicate this information and why
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Low back and Neck Pain Burden world wide
• In 2015, low back and neck pain were ranked the fourth leading cause 

of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) globally, only preceded by: 
• Ischemic heart disease
• cerebrovascular disease
• lower respiratory infection 

• In 2015, over half a billion people worldwide had low back pain and 
more than a third of a billion had neck pain of more than 3 months 
duration (= CHRONIC PAIN)

• Low back and neck pain are the leading causes of years lived with 
disability in most countries and age groups

Hurwitz EL, Randhawa K, Yu H, Côté P, Haldeman S. The Global Spine Care Initiative: a summary of the global burden of low back and neck pain 
studies. Eur Spine J. 2018;27(6):796-801.. © Haavik Research 2019



The Pain Burden – Example Australia 2018

3.24 million Australians were living with chronic pain in 2018. 
53.8% are women

56% of Australians who are living with chronic pain
their pain restricts what activities they are able to undertake.

$73.2 billion - total financial cost of chronic pain in Australia
$12.2 billion in health system costs
$48.3 billion in productivity losses
$12.7 billion in other financial costs

People with chronic pain also experience a substantial reduction in their 
quality of life, valued at an additional $66.1 billion.
The costs of chronic pain are expected to increase from $139.3 billion in 
2018 to $215.6 billion by 2050

Painaustralia (2019). The cost of pain in Australia.

Population of 
25million!
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Major changes in our understanding
of pain in past few decades

“The  contemporary understanding of pain involves consideration  of  
different  broad  categories  of  pain with different underlying 
mechanisms, activation of a network of neural systems, neuroimmune
interactions (peripherally and centrally), and tissue-level changes, as 
well as psychological and social domains. All of these have a potential 
role in the sensorimotor adaptation to pain, as  well as in the  
development and  maintenance of pain.”

Hodges PW, Barbe MF, Loggia ML, Nijs J, Stone LS. Diverse role of biological plasticity in low back pain and its impact on sensorimotor control of the spine. journal of orthopaedic & sports physical therapy. 
2019;49(6):389-401. © Haavik Research 2019



Chronic (3months+) PAIN FACTS

Pain severity ≠ degree of tissue damage

Pain location ≠ site of problem

Feeling Pain ≠ nociceptive neurons firing

Nociceptors firing is ONE small part of our ‘Danger-Warning’ system

Baliki M, áVania Apkarian A. Nociception, pain, negative moods, and behavior selection. Neuron. 2015;87(3):474-491; Thompson JM, Neugebauer V. Amygdala plasticity and pain. Pain 
Research and Management. 2017;2017; Vachon-Presseau E, Centeno M, Ren W, et al. The emotional brain as a predictor and amplifier of chronic pain. J Dent Res. 2016;95(6):605-612.
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The Feeling of Pain
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Discussion: The results of this study show that a neuroplasticity explanation, compared 
to a traditional biomechanical explanation, resulted in a measureable difference in SLR 
in patients with CLBP when receiving manual therapy. 

Louw, A., Farrell, K., Landers, M., Barclay, M., Goodman, E., Gillund, J., . . . Timmerman, L. (2017). The effect of manual therapy and neuroplasticity 
education on chronic low back pain: a randomized clinical trial. Journal of Manual & Manipulative Therapy, 25(5), 227-234. 

What you tell 
your patient 

matters!
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Neuroscience education 
about pain helps on its own!!

Conclusions: For chronic MSK pain 
disorders, there is compelling 
evidence that an educational strategy 
addressing neurophysiology and 
neurobiology of pain can have a 
positive effect on pain, disability, 
catastrophization, and physical 
performance.

Louw, Butler, et al. (2011). The effect of neuroscience education on pain, disability, anxiety, and stress in chronic musculoskeletal pain. Archives of Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation, 92(12), 2041-2056; Butler AD, Moseley G. Explain pain supercharged. Adelaide (Australia): Noigroup Publications. 2017.
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S1

INJURY

Feel Pain

OLD SCHOOL 
Latest 

understanding 
shows this is far 

too simplistic
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“among all included chronic MSKP conditions it seems that brain regions involved in the limbic-
affective and cognitive component of pain processing are involved in the observed neuroplastic
brain remodeling. On the basis of this compelling evidence it can be stated that chronic MSKP is not 
only involved with somatosensory processing but also critically involves  cognitive and affective-
limbic processing in regions such as the ACC, insula, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala.”

p.957

Coppieters I, Meeus M, Kregel J, et al. Relations between brain alterations and clinical pain measures in chronic musculoskeletal pain: a systematic 
review. The Journal of Pain. 2016;17(9):949-962. © Haavik Research 2019
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Baliki M, áVania Apkarian A. Nociception, pain, negative moods, and behavior selection. Neuron. 2015;87(3):474-491; Thompson JM, Neugebauer V. Amygdala plasticity and pain. Pain Research and Management. 
2017;2017; Vachon-Presseau E, Centeno M, Ren W, et al. The emotional brain as a predictor and amplifier of chronic pain. J Dent Res. 2016;95(6):605-612.
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Acute Pain              vs                 Chronic Pain

Baliki M, áVania Apkarian A. Nociception, pain, negative moods, and behavior selection. Neuron. 2015;87(3):474-491; Thompson JM, Neugebauer V. Amygdala plasticity and pain. Pain Research and Management. 
2017;2017; Vachon-Presseau E, Centeno M, Ren W, et al. The emotional brain as a predictor and amplifier of chronic pain. J Dent Res. 2016;95(6):605-612.

Adapted from Vachon-Presseau et al., 2016

Nociception
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Nociception

Emotional 
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and learning!

3 months +
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Widespread CNS neural plastic changes with chronic pain

• Plasticity at synapses
• Spinal presynaptic and postsynaptic changes
• LTP and LTP (fire together, wire together)

• Spinal cord changes
• reduced descending inhibition
• Remodelling of spinal circuits

• Structural & function changes in glial cells
• nociceptive hypersensitivity
• Microglia, astrocytes, satellite glial cells, & 

oligodendrocytes, 

Kuner R, Flor H. Structural plasticity and reorganisation in chronic pain. Nature Reviews Neuroscience. 2017;18(1):20; Baliki M, áVania Apkarian A. 
Nociception, pain, negative moods, and behavior selection. Neuron. 2015;87(3):474-491; Diverse Role of Biological Plasticity in Low Back Pain and 
Its Impact on Sensorimotor Control of the Spine 

© Haavik Research 2019



Widespread CNS neural plastic changes with chronic pain
• Resting-state networks changes

• decreased connectivity of the medial Prefrontal cortex
with the posterior constituents of the default mode 
network (DMN) and increased connectivity with the 
insular cortex in proportion to the intensity of pain 

• Major cortical reorganisation
• prefrontal regions, the anterior insula, anterior 

cingulate cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus, 
periaqueductal grey, post-and pre-central gyri and 
inferior parietal lobule 

• more intense and expanded brain activation patterns 
involving areas, such as somatosensory cortices, the 
insula or anterior cingulate cortex, that tend to 
correlate with clinical pain duration 

Kuner R, Flor H. Structural plasticity and reorganisation in chronic pain. Nature Reviews Neuroscience. 2017;18(1):20; Baliki M, áVania Apkarian A. 
Nociception, pain, negative moods, and behavior selection. Neuron. 2015;87(3):474-491; Weiss T. Plasticity and cortical reorganization associated 
with pain. Zeitschrift für Psychologie. 2016.
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Structural and Functional changes in chronic pain

Kuner R, Flor H. Structural plasticity and reorganisation in chronic pain. Nature Reviews Neuroscience. 2017;18(1):20.
© Haavik Research 2019



Chronic Pain

Chronic Pain is an example of faulty inner body 
schema/maps and maladaptive neural plastic changes

Apkarian AV, Hashmi JA, Baliki MN. Pain and the brain: specificity and plasticity of the brain in clinical chronic pain. Pain. 
2011;152(3 Suppl):S49; May A. Chronic pain may change the structure of the brain. PAIN®. 2008/06/30/ 2008;137(1):7-15; 
Costigan M, Scholz J, Woolf CJ. Neuropathic Pain: A Maladaptive Response of the Nervous System to Damage. Annual Review of 
Neuroscience. 2009;32(1):1-32.
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Pelletier R, Higgins J, Bourbonnais D. Is neuroplasticity in the central nervous system the missing link to our understanding of chronic musculoskeletal disorders? BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders. 
2015;16(25). © Haavik Research 2019



Bio-plasticity 
model of pain

E.g. You have back pain 
because of any of these 
issues and/or a combination 
of some or all of them

Structural 
Pathology 
model of pain

E.g. You have back pain 
because there is a tissue 
pathology in your back

You 
problem 
is in your 

back!

Spinal (dys)function
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Neuroplasticity Model

Compromised 
(spinal) movement 

patterns

Compromised 
neurophysiology

Compromised 
Awareness & 
Adaptability 

Structural Pathology Models 

Bone out of place squashing nerve theory

Clinical biomechanics problem 
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Discussion: The results of this study show that a neuroplasticity explanation, compared 
to a traditional biomechanical explanation, resulted in a measureable difference in SLR 
in patients with CLBP when receiving manual therapy. 

Louw, A., Farrell, K., Landers, M., Barclay, M., Goodman, E., Gillund, J., . . . Timmerman, L. (2017). The effect of manual therapy and neuroplasticity 
education on chronic low back pain: a randomized clinical trial. Journal of Manual & Manipulative Therapy, 25(5), 227-234. 

What you tell 
your patient 

matters!
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Neuroplasticity Model
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So brain does NOT 
know accurately 
what is going on

Poor body awareness
Poor body control
Poor function

Changes brains internal 
representations about 
what is going on inside 
and outside body

Stress

OR

Injury

Small muscles closest to 
spine and skull go to sleep

Info sent 
to brain

Altered messages going 
to brain from spine

Self 
perpetuating 

cycle
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So brain knows 
MORE accurately 
what is going on

Improved body awareness
Improved body control
Improved function

Changes brains internal 
representations about 
what is going on inside 
and outside body

Adjustment

Stretches small muscles 
closest to spine and scull

Info sent 
to brain

Bombards brain with 
mechanoreceptor input

Effects of 
Adjustment
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What does the CLINICAL research say about 
chiropractic care and helping with PAIN?

Clinical vs Basic Science 
Research

Clinical research important 
for ‘external’ marketing in 
Australia, UK and Canada

Evidence Based Chiropractic 
Science Gem webinar on 
Online Resource Library 
@therealitycheck.com
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Marketing 
External vs                       Internal

• Your Website
• Emails to clients
• Social Media

(you are NOT present)

• MUST have high level of 
clinical evidence 

(basically mainly back 
pain, neck pain, some 
types of headaches)

• Your Waiting room
• IPad in your office
• Health talks 
• IN YOUR OFFICE

(you ARE present)

• ALL our products can be 
‘safely’ used as all are 
evidence-based and 
referenced

© Haavik Research 2019



Patient-Focused

Evidence-Informed 

Chiropractic Care

© Haavik Research 2019
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